
CASE STUDY 

UHY Hacker Young

UHY Hacker Young’s 
Challenge
The UHY Hacker Young Group is an ambitious 

network of UK Chartered accountants. They 

pride themselves on providing their clients 

with an attentive, personal service. And while, 

they have ambitions for growth they can 

guarantee their clients that their high service 

levels remain unchanged.

Their clients come in all shapes and sizes and 

so do their services. Whether complex, or 

day-to-day, local, national, or international, 

they tailor their services and shape them to fit 

their client’s needs; because ultimately they 

are focused on their client and helping them 

prosper. Currently they have 500 professionals 

in 19 offices across the UK. 
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Oaktree’s Solution
All works were completed with the client 

remaining in full occupation. Constant 

management of access routes and staff access 

was required at all times to allow the works to 

be completed .

The project has been successfully completed 

on time and within budget and to the 

satisfaction of Management and staff at UHY 

Hacker Young. 
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What Oaktree 
Delivered
This was a multi phased project at their 

London office, circa 6,000 sq ft. Oaktree 

Interiors were awarded the project after a 

stringent and competitive design submission 

and presentation process.

The project brief set out by the team at 

UHY Hacker Young was to refurbish and re-

configure key areas of their London office.

This included the development of 6 meeting 

rooms, an engaging reception area and 

connecting corridors, training room for 40 

people and 2 brand new break out areas for all 

their staff to use.

The works involved in completing the brief 

included:

- Creation of new rooms within the office 

space itself

- fixtures and fittings

- Sourcing of new office furniture

- Design and fitting of feature wall

- Creation of a very bespoke reception desk.
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